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Subject: LOTCIP scope change request for Mountain Road in West Hartford
A Cost Review Subcommittee meeting will take place at 11 AM at CRCOG, 241 Main Street, 3rd
floor Hartford, CT prior to the Transportation Committee meeting on Monday, April 22, 2019. At
the meeting, we will be discussing and acting on the following:
•

LOTCIP scope change request for the Mountain Road Project in West Hartford

RobatAloise,
Principal
Engineer
Mountain Road
Albany
AvenueTransportation
Project in West
Hartford (L155-0002)
This project was approved under the 2015 LOTCIP Solicitation as an Intersection Improvement
Project and has progressed through the Preliminary Design Phase. The Town of West Hartford is
requesting changes to the project’s proposed bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. The town is
requesting a scope modification that will allow for removal of an existing 500 feet of sidewalk along
Mountain Road on the southeast side of the intersection (including its associated crosswalk across
Albany Avenue). Town staff has indicated that multiple other Complete Streets elements including
providing consistent north-south bike lanes and new cross-walks with rapid flashing beacons at other
locations are included the current design, however concerns with the elimination of existing sidewalk
have been raised by the Town’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission (see attached letter)
As stated in the project’s application, “the primary purpose and need for this project is to provide
additional intersection capacity to accommodate the existing and future vehicular demand……The
secondary purpose and need of the project is a Complete Streets design that will provide suitable
accessibility to and through the intersection for all users.” The need for the elimination of a segment
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of existing sidewalk has arisen due to the inability to obtain right-of-way following proposed widening
necessary to solve for the project’s primary purpose and need and the town’s desire to provide
continuous north-south bike lanes along Mountain Road through the Albany Avenue intersection.
Additional information regarding existing conditions, and application phase and current concept plan
conditions are provided in more detail below.
Existing Conditions: Currently, Albany Avenue and Mountain Road carry ADT’s of about 25,000
and 11,600 respectively. Albany Avenue is two-lanes in each direction, with exclusive left turn lanes
developed on each approach to the intersection. Mountain Road is one-lane in each direction with
an exclusive left turn lane developed on its northbound approach to Albany Avenue, and both
exclusive left and right turn lanes developed on its southbound approach. Bike-pedestrian
accommodations along Albany Avune are limited to narrow (typically 1’-2’) shoulders. Bike and
pedestrian accommodations commonly appear along Mountain Road, however are not continuous.
Bike accommodations include varying shoulder width (typically more than 3-4 feet) with bike lane
symbols where sufficiently wide, however the shoulders are squeezed to about 1’ in two segments
alongside where left turn lanes are developed. Sidewalks typically exist along one side of Mountain
Road, however there is a 430 foot gap immediately north of Albany Avenue. A crosswalk is provided
at Albany Avenue with push buttons that activate a concurrent traffic signal phase (no pedestrian
signals are provided).
Concept Plan in Application: This concept plan limited proposed changes almost exclusively to
the Mountain Road. The initial application concept plan included the following improvements:
Andover / Avon / Berlin / Bloomfield / Bolton / Canton / Columbia / Coventry / East Granby / East Hartford / East Windsor / Ellington / Enfield / Farmington
Glastonbury / Granby / Hartford / Hebron / Manchester / Marlborough / Mansfield / New Britain / Newington / Plainville / Rocky Hill / Simsbury / Somers
South Windsor / Southington / Stafford / Suffield / Tolland / Vernon / West Hartford / Wethersfield / Willington / Windsor / Windsor Locks
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•
•
•

Revision of Mountain Road’s southbound approach lanes from exclusive left, exclusive thru,
and exclusive right to exclusive left, exclusive thru, and shared thru/right
Providing consistent 5’ wide bike lanes along both sides of Mountain Road
Providing additional 430’ of sidewalk to fill the existing sidewalk gap along Mountain Road
just north of Albany Avenue.

Current Concept Plan: Based on CTDOT feedback, to meet the project’s primary purpose and
need an additional northbound through lane was required to better accommodate existing and future
traffic volumes. The change resulted in a northbound approach lane arrangement of exclusive left,
exclusive thru, and shared thru/right lanes. This change required an additional approach and
receiving lane in the northbound direction, increasing the overall width of the roadway. These
proposed roadway modifications meet the primary purpose and need based on the Level of Service
Analysis (LOS).
Due to right-of-way constraints, grading issues, and property impacts resulting from the increased
roadway width, the addition of continuous bike lanes and the propsed sidewalk along Mountain Road
north of Albany Avenue could not both be accomplished. The Town solicited input from abutting
property owners, the Town’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Commission, and the general public concerning
the proposed project and developed several alternative proposals in an attempt to address
responses. Based on field observations and feedback from stakeholders, the town concluded that
more people drive and bike on Mountain Road and there is little to no pedestrian activity near the
intersection. Therefore the town decided to provide contiuous 4’ wide bicycle lanes in both directions
in lieu of retaining the existing 500 feet of sidewalk just south of Albany Avenue. Without a sidewalk
connection on the north side of the intersection, this existing section of sidewalk provides minimal
value.
Additionally, the current proposal includes the addition of two mid-block crosswalks equipped with
push button rapid flashing beacon lights (north of Albany Avenue at Fairfield Road and south of the
Albany Avenue intersection at Mountain Farms Road) to provide walkable connections for adjacent
neighborhoods. The Town feels that the proposed improvements are in concert with the Town’s
Complete Street policy.
The following table provides a comparison of the existing, approved and current proposal of the
bike/pedestrian improvements for the project.

To incorporate scope change for the LOTCIP West Hartford Mountain Road at Albany Avenue
Project (L155-0002), staff would like the committee to consider approval of scope modification
allowing for the removal of an existing 500 feet of sidewalk on the southeast side of the intersection.
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